Abstract. This paper describes experiments to use non-terminological information to find attitudinal expressions in written English text. The experiments are based on an analysis of text with respect to not only the vocabulary of content terms present in it (which most other approaches use as a basis for analysis) but also with respect to presence of structural features of the text represented by constructional features (typically disregarded by most other analyses). In our analysis, following a construction grammar framework, structural features are treated as occurrences, similarly to the treatment of vocabulary features. The constructional features in play are chosen to potentially signify opinion but are not specific to negative or positive expressions. The framework is used to classify clauses, headlines, and sentences from three different shared collections of attitudinal data. We find that constructional features transfer well across different text collections and that the information couched in them integrates easily with a vocabulary based approach, yielding improvements in classification without complicating the application end of the processing framework.
Attitude Analysis is Mostly Based on Lexical Statistics
Attitude analysis, opinion mining, or sentiment analysis, a subtask of information refinement from texts, has gained interest in recent years, both for its application potential and for the promise of shedding new light on hitherto unformalised aspects of human language usage: the expression of attitude, opinion, or sentiment is a quintessentially human activity. It is not explicitly conventionalised to the degree that many other aspects of language usage are.
Most attempts to identify attitudinal expression in text have been based on lexical factors. Resources such as SentiWordNet, the Opinion Finder subjectivity lexicon, or the General Inquirer lexicon are utilised or developed by most research groups engaged in attitude analysis tasks [4, 18, 14] . But attitude is not a solely lexical matter. Expressions with identical or near-identical terms can be more or less attitudinal by virtue of their form ("He blew me off" vs. "He blew off"); combinations of fairly attitudinally loaded terms may lack attitudinal power ("He has the best result, we cannot fail him" vs. "This is the best coffee, we cannot fail with it"); certain terms considered neutral in typical language use can have strong attitudinal loading in certain discourses or certain times ("Fifth Avenue", "9/11").
Our approach takes as its starting point the observation that lexical resources always are noisy, out of date, and most often suffer simultaneously from being both too specific and too general. Not only are lexical resources inherently somewhat unreliable or costly to maintain, but they do not cover all the possibilites of expression afforded by human linguistic behaviour.
We believe that attitudinal expression in text is an excellent test case for general purpose approaches for processing of linguistic data. We have previously tested resource-thrifty approaches for annotation of textual materials, arguing that general purpose linguistic analysis together with appropriate background materials for training a general language model provide a more general, more portable, and more robust methodology for extracting information from text [10] .
This paper reports a series of experiments to investigate the general effectiveness of structural features as carriers of information in text, applied to the task of attitude analysis.
Constructions as Characteristic Features of Utterances
Our hypothesis is that investigating utterances for presence of content-bearing words may be useful for identifying attitudinal expressions, but that finding structural features carries over easier from one topical area to another, from one discourse to another.
It has previously been suggested that attitude in text is carried by dependencies among words, rather than by keywords, cue phrases, or high-frequency words [1] . We agree, but in contrast with previous work, we explicitly incorporate constructions in our knowledge representation, not as relations between terms but as features in their own right, following a construction grammar framework [9, 3] .
Our claim is that the pattern of an utterance is a feature with the same ontological status as the terms that occur in the utterance: constructional features and lexical features both have conceptual meaning. Patterns are part of the signal, not incidental to it. This claim, operationalised for experimental purposes, gives us a convenient processing model. Where the step from bag-of-words analyses to complete parse trees is both computationally daunting and brittle in face of fluid and changing data, we can within a constructional framework find middle ground: we use observations of pattern occurrences as features similarly to how we use observations of word occurrences. An utterance will then not only be characterised as being a container for a number of words, but also a container for some observed patterns. Some previous approaches for using syntactic analys in large-scale text analysis have used segments of parse trees rather than the entire tree; however, the distinction between lexical features indicating content Tense shift It is this, I think, that commentators mean mean when they say glibly That the "world changed" after Sept 11. Time adverbial In Bishkek, they agreed to an informal meeting later this year, most likely to be held in Russia. Object clause China could use the test as a political signal to show the US that it is a rising nuclear power at this tense moment. Verb chain "Money could be earned by selling recycled first-run fuel and separated products which retain over 50 per cent of unused uranium," Interfax news agency reported him as saying. and syntactic features indicating relations between lexical items are central in those analyses, while our approach does not separate those categories of features.
Combining Constructional and Lexical Features
The texts used in the present experiments are viewed as sequences of sentences: the sentence is taken as the basis of analysis, as a proxy for the utterance we view as the basis for attitudinal expression. All texts are preprocessed by a linguistic analysis toolkit, the Connexor Functional Dependency (FDG) parser, [17] , to yield a lexical categorisation and morphological analysis of each word and a full dependency parse for each sentence. Our experimental features consist of three types: content words (I), function words (F ) and construction markers (K) and are extracted from that analysis, making use of a mixture of low-level and abstract analysis results. Our features are general and not crucially bound to any specific analysis component, and no attitudinal lexical resources are employed to establish the constructions used in the further processes. When observed in a sentence, the words from the content word class -nouns, adjectives, verbs (including verbal uses of participles), adverbs, abbreviations, numerals, interjections, and negation -form the feature class I for that sentence. Analogously, the function words -prepositions, determiners, conjunctions, pronouns -constitute the F feature class of the sentence.
Besides word occurrence based feature classes we introduce a further feature class intended to capture aspects of the constructions in employ in the sentence, constructional features (feature class K). Some markers, such as adverbial types and information about predicate and relative clauses are given directly by the FDG dependency or morphology analysis, others involved further processing steps to aggregate information from different levels of the analysis. The full list of K markers is given in Table 1 .
The primary aim of the K features is to capture aspects of sentence composition, and therefore many features are concerned with clause types, and the way different types of clauses pattern in a sentence. Examples of such features, involving a certain amount of further processing, are occurrence of transitive and intransitive clauses, and temporality pattern of clauses. The full list of K markers for sentence composition is: TRin, TRtr, PredCls, TRmix, TnsShift, ObjCls, RelCls.
Another set of K features concerns the quality and type of adverbial, if present, in the sentence: AdvlSpat, AdvlTim, AdvlSnt, AdvlMan, AdvlCond, AdvlClsIn, AdvlQuant. Yet another type covers some morphological traits of sentences: the tense of verbs in clauses (obviously related to the tense pattern feature of the first subtype): TnsPres and TnsPast and the grade of occurring adjectives (AbsAdj, KmpAdj, and SupAdj), which we expected to correlate well with our intended task to identify opinionated and attitudinal sentences. The remainder of the K feature set consists of markers of various word dependency relations, related to internal phrase structure, coordination, or clause polarity. These tags are: SubCnj, PPUndet, Neg, PpPomod, VChain, AdjMod, Quant, PartV.
In the experiments below, all constructional features are treated as sentence features, exactly as the lexical features are treated, i.e., no coupling between the features and the words carrying them is made.
Test Data and Experimental Materials
For our experiments we use data from the NTCIR information retrieval evaluation challenge organised by NII, Tokyo, in its English section of the opinion identification task [12] , the multi-perspective question answering (MPQA) test sentence "It is this, I think, that commentators mean when they say glibly that the 'world changed' after Sept 11." I be think commentator mean when say glibly world change sept 11 F it this i that they that the after K AdvlTim, AdvlMan, ObjCls, PredCls, TRIn, TRtr, TRmix, TnsPres, TnsPast, TnsShift "Mr Cohen, beginning an eight-day European tour including a Nato defence ministers' meeting in Brussels today and tomorrow, said he expected further international action soon, though not necessarily military intervention."
I mr cohen begin eight-day european tour include nato defence minister meeting brussels today tomorrow say expect international action soon though not necessarily military intervention F an a in and he further K AdvlTim, AdvlSpat, ObjCls, TRtr, TnsPast Fig. 2 . Example attitude analyses of sentences. These sentence are taken from the NTCIR opinion analysis task data set. The first sentence is assessed by task judges to be a opinion carrier, the last non-opinion. The content word feature "say" is a strong marker for opinion but would yield the wrong categorisation in this case; our linear classifier correctly identified the first sentence as attitudinal and the last as non-attitudinal.
set with assessed attitudinal sentences [15] , and the 2007 Semantic Evaluation Affective Task (SEMEVAL) test set of news headlines [16] , all of which have assessments by human judges. We use a lenient scoring scheme, scoring a sentence as attitudinal if two out of three NTCIR judges have marked it attitudinal; for the SEMEVAL data if the intensity score is over 50 or under -50. All attitudinal sentences or headlines, irrespective of source, are assigned the class att and all other sentences assigned the class noatt. Statistics for the collection are given in Table 2 . Some sentences from the MPQA and NTCIR test sets, about ten in total, yielded no analyses in our system and are removed from the test set. These test sets are very different in character: the SEMEVAL set, which consists of news headlines rather than sentences from running text are different in structure; for each set, the assessors appear to have had different instructions. Our assumption is that this will approximate the variance that real-life tasks of this vein will encounter.
The data have been used by several research groups in various experiments. Our classifiers perform well enough to yield a tie with the reported best result from the shared opinion identification task of NTCIR as measured by F-score. (In the experiments described below we report precision and recall separately.)
Feature Strength Analysis
In order to gain some insight into which features show most utility for attitude identification we first performed some exploratory analyses on the NTCIR 6 and 7 test sets using NTCIR 6 as labeled training materials, testing on NTCIR 7 data, without using any other background material. After training a SVM classifier for the att-noatt distinction on all three (I, F , and K) feature types for the NTCIR data 2 245 features were utilised by the classifier. Most features were lexical, but we found that 17 K features were also used to discriminate between the classes. Table 3 list the 17 K markers in use with classifier-scored rank of importance, sub-grouping in the K set, and frequency of occurrence in the NTCIR-7 corpus. 85 of the remaining features were function words (F ), and 2142 features were from the content word I set. The rank column in the table, given by the classifier, gives an indication of the relative importance of the features; the rank of feature set K in this given set is significantly higher than that of the I and F sets. (Mann Whitney U, p > 0.95).
We found that the relative scoring of the strongest features in the discrimination model scored certain of our manually chosen K features very highly compared to I and F features. Tense and transitivity measures, e.g., scored highly: "Tense shift", the strongest single K feature is found in sentences where the verbs of the main clause and the subordinate clause have different tense forms. This occurs often in sentences of utterance or cognition: "Noam Chomsky said past that what makes human language unique is present recursive centre embedding"; "M.A.K. Halliday believed past that grammar, viewed functionally, is present natural". The tense shift feature obviates the need of acquiring and maintaining lists of utterance, pronuncement, and cognition -categories which have obvious relation to attitudinal expression.
Another way to investigate the impact of different K traits is to study their occurrence in the sentences in the NTCIR-7 corpus. A matrix of K features and attitudinal status of sentences was constructed, and reduced to two dimensions by correspondence analysis, cf. [6] . This is a method similar to principal components analysis, but with the additional feature of placing the column and row variables on the same plane, and thus makes it possible to study the K features occurrence in sentences of different attitudinal type. Figure 3 shows a plot of the result from the correspondence analysis, with non-opionated outliers and less informative K labels ignored. The proximity of two labels is a measure of their co-occurrence, and we can notice that some K markers predominately show up in non-attitudinal sentences, e.g. verb chains and negation. On the opinionated side of the plane we find K traits as clause objects, tense shift patterns, adjectives in superlative grade, and predicative clauses. We can also see that the opinionated and non-opinionated sentences are spread along the x-axis, the most important of the resulting two correspondence analysis dimensions, while the y-axis appears to involve the polarity of the sentence. We have thus established that the K features carry signal value for predicting attitude in text. We now turn to investigating how much they might help in categorisation experiments. Rather than utilising the features directly from the test set, to avoid overtraining on the experimental sets we use a larger text collection to establish how similar the various features are in use.
Classification Experiment
Our main experiment is based on a background language representation built by analysis of a reasonable-sized general text collection. We use that model to establish similarities and differences between the sentences under analysis. Our general analysis procedure is to investigate how the utterance or sentence under consideration is related to language usage in the norm, either by deviation from the norm in some salient way, or by conforming with an identified model of usage.
In this experiment we use one year of newsprint from two Asian Englishlanguage news sources, the Korean Times and the Mainichi Daily, distributed as part of the NTCIR information retrieval evaluation challenge, including the opinion and attitude analysis task [7, 12] . We also use one year of the Glasgow Herald, distributed as part of the CLEF information retrieval evaluation challenge [2] . Collection sizes are as shown in Table 4 . We segment these corpora into sentences and process each sentence to extract the features given above -I, F , K. We use this to build a cooccurrence-based first-order word space [11] using the Random Indexing framework [8] (1000 dimensions, two non-zero elements per index vector). Each sentence is represented by a random position in the word space model. Each observed feature, I, F , and K alike, is given an initially empty context vector in the word space model. Each feature observed in a sentence has its context vector incremented by vector addition with the representation vector for that sentence. Features which occur only once in the data were removed. Each feature will then in its context vector carry information about every sentence it has occurred in, and its context vector will eventually grow to become similar with other features it has cooccurred with. This is a standard word space model, Sentences  326 486  123 744  2 158 196  Characters  61M  25M  452M   Table 4 . Background text materials but here augmented with the K features. We use this word-and-feature space to be able to generalise from observed features in a sentence to other features and to establish similarities between sentences based on their feature values, even when there is little or no feature overlap.
Korean Times Mainichi Daily Glasgow Herald
Once the general language word-and-feature space model is built, each test sentence can be represented by the centroid of its feature set in the respective background space. Using these centroids, we used a support vector machine with a linear kernel to build a classifier for the att-noatt distinction. The data were scaled to a range of approximately [−1 . . . 1] and standard settings for the liblinear library [5] were used; since the class sizes were unbalanced, the penalty cost parameter for the classes was set in inverse proportion to their size.
We then ran five-fold crossvalidation of on each set to establish classification performance for the feature sets. This test was performed for each of the I, F , and K sets, and combinations thereof, yielding seven feature combinations for each set of test sentences and each background collection. The results are shown in Table 5 (precision), Table 6 (recall), and Table 7 (F 1 ).
We find that the combination of all three feature sets gives consistently high results as regards precision. We find that the including the K feature set gives the best results for recall for many of the combinations, and frequently using it alone gives the best results. We also find that the results are stable across the three background collections.
The test sets behave quite differently, however. News headlines (the SEMEVAL set) quite obviously give less purchase for classification. The low performance reported for the SEMEVAL set for the F feature set is unsurprising, since the language given in news headlines typically is quite terse, with structural cue words omitted for brevity, and rather differnet from the language in the background materials.
In comparison with other reported results these results are just slightly better than the best reported result for NTCIR-6 (best reported F 1 score from proceedings: 46.5) [13] and NTCIR-7 (best reported F 1 score from proceedings: 49.7) [12] ; for the SEMEVAL task (best reported F 1 score from proceedings: 42.43) the best results from these experiments are comparable [16] . The MPQA corpus has been used in a large number of experiments and reported results vary, best F 1 scores being somewhat higher than the ones given here. Table 7 . F1 (%) for the NTCIR data set (five-fold crossvalidation).
Conclusions
With increasingly sophisticated semantic relations being mined from data, processing must take a more sophisticated view of the linguistic signal than simple containers of topical words. Many approaches begin by assuming the structure of the linguistic data primarily to be relations between topical elements. In constructional approaches, the constructions, the combinational patterns, themselves are accorded presence in the signal -these experiments show that the patterns capture information, without the need for full analysis of dependencies between the word tokens. Our level of analysis is between bags of words and parse trees in this respect.
We find that representing constructions, even hand chosen constructions such as the ones given in this experiment, especially given unrelated general language background data, can provide a reliability which well matches or even surpasses that of word occurrence, the arguably primary carrier of information in the linguistic signal. The results are comparable to finely tuned experimental systems given by other research groups, trained for these specific experiments. Constructions carry signal.
Using constructions in parallel with word occurrence features not only has theoretical motivation based on the construction grammar theory, but also provides a convenient and familiar processing model and a straightforward extension for term based models. From a philological standpoint, a bottom-up approach to data analysis, examining the power of constructions as ontological items, would appear to be better motivated than basing information processing on descriptive language models, originally intended for description of human behaviour, for comparative studies of world languages, or for the scholarly instruction of foreign languages. Constructions are easy to insert into a bag-ofwords-based processing framework. Constructions do not promise more than they can deliver.
Several of the constructions with greatest predictive effect for this example task were those that had the greatest scope: tense and transitivity patterns, predicative clauses. Construction capture non-local information in sentences.
The suggested K features might be one way of mimicking the contribution of constructions to the meaning of a sentence or utterance by combining these atomic markers of structure with the lexical items, without the need to represent the inter-relations between the two different sets. But the current implementation of the K traits idea has a number of drawbacks and limitations. The current set of K attributes was selected heuristically with task of attitude identification in mind. Constructions should be learnt through data-driven methods, rather than selected heuristically.
